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A Survivor’s Wisdom

“The chief of police referred me to DOVE. In my group support meeting, I felt that I was giving support, and I was getting support. I was talking to a group of women who understand what domestic violence is. I realized why should I stay in a relationship that I’m not happy with? There was a better way to live my life and I’m glad that I went to DOVE. I felt that I’m not alone and it gave me the strength to leave. And I did.”

-Yaffa B.
To all who love DOVE,

As we join in the celebrations of the incoming season, we write to express our gratitude to you.

We are grateful to you, our growing community, for your steadfast and new support that made it possible for DOVE to transition this year and continue to be the compassionate and caring center you expect, and hundreds of survivors depend upon.

This year marked a milestone in our mission to end domestic and partner violence, which began 45 years ago. Over the past 45 years of DOVE’s leadership, we have had the privilege of working with the community to help fund the work we do daily. Whether directly serving clients through counseling, clinical children’s services, legal advice and council, support groups, housing search, or providing tangible goods such as shelter, holiday meal baskets, family gifts, or gift cards to sustain basic needs. Because of your support, DOVE has remained committed to our mission and values during this transition year. We thank each of you who have stayed by our side. Your support encourages and enriches us to move forward.

Over the last few months, we have bid farewell to some and welcomed new members to our team. In June 2023, DOVE’s long-term Executive Director, Sue Chandler, transitioned from DOVE after 13 years. We are excited to bring on Interim Executive Director Dr. John Lloyd. With new leadership comes new opportunities. We thank you for all you have done and encourage you to invite your family, friends, and community members to join us as we look toward the future. To ensure the incorporation of all donor feedback, we recently sent a survey asking to hear directly from you about how and why you’ve chosen to give to DOVE. We are always touched to hear from folks who have chosen to support us because they, or a loved one, utilized our services. These full-circle moments remind us of the importance of the work we do. Thank you for continuing to support us as we seek to build a community unified in peace, justice, and equity for the safety and well-being of every individual.

This year, our clinical staff have expanded their work beyond our critical day-to-day services to look more thoughtfully at policies that impact the survivors we serve. Upon learning about ‘reunification camps’ designed to give abusive caregivers more access to their children our Children & Youth Services Coordinator, Kiera, began researching to learn more. Concerned with what she uncovered; Kiera Bruce initiated conversations with legislators to bring awareness to the potential danger this could put our clients in. Our advocacy is critically important for those we serve on a state and national level to create a world free from domestic and partner violence.

For your patience, kindness, compassion and care we wish to express our deepest gratitude

Yours in service,

Stephanie Neal-Johnson
President, Board of Directors
FY 2023-2024
DOVE is an independent nonprofit organization providing assistance to victims and survivors of domestic violence and their children, as well as community education and prevention programming. We offer a comprehensive range of services, provided in a safe and comfortable environment, designed to increase safety, promote healing, and expand knowledge and resources for those we serve. DOVE also seeks to understand and address root causes of disparities and injustice. We provide community education, conduct prevention initiatives, and advocate for social and public policies that address structural and systemic inequities. DOVE strives to promote and foster healthy, thriving communities.

Who We Are and What We Do

DOVE Inc. (DOmestic Violence Ended), was founded by a dedicated group of volunteers in Quincy, MA, who saw the need for domestic violence services on the South Shore.

1978

DOVE purchased its first shelter, with 6 bedrooms/18 beds.

1981

DOVE purchased its first shelter, with 6 bedrooms/18 beds.

1994

DOVE creates Community Support Groups.

2002

DOVE begins Community Outreach and Education Program.

2004

DOVE develops YouthSpeak Teen Dating Violence Prevention Program.
Your Impact in FY2023

Direct Client Victims Served

- **2,190** Emergency Shelter
  - The shelter is fully occupied 2,190 days and nights in a year.
  - 16 adults and 13 children

- **312** Community-Based Advocacy
- **44** Children’s Clinical Services
- **400** Civilian Domestic Violence Advocacy
- **255** Legal Advocacy
- **303** Quincy and Dedham District Court

Community Outreach, Education, & Prevention Programming

- **16** Outreach Presentations and Trainings
- **1,699** Participants in Presentation and Trainings
- **150** YouthSpeak Peer Educators in High Schools
- **269** Presentations to Youth on Dating Abuse
- **3,043** Youth Participants in Dating Abuse Presentations

**2008**
DOVE begins Civilian Domestic Violence Advocacy Program.

**2014**
DOVE begins LGBTQIA+ Community Advocacy.

**2016**
DOVE establishes Immigration Legal Services.

**2023 and Beyond**
DOVE provides comprehensive domestic violence response, support services, and prevention programming.
Government Funds

- Massachusetts Department of Public Health
- Massachusetts Executive Office of Public Safety & Security, Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) STOP Grant
- Massachusetts Office for Victim Assistance, Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) Grants
- Office of the Norfolk County Commissioners

Your Support Matters.
Donor Spotlight

Lindsay Hite

Weymouth photographer/owner and creator of ‘Show Your Spark’, Lindsay Hite’s support for DOVE began in 2021 at the recommendation of her clients and followers. The mission of ‘Show Your Spark’ is an inclusive, luxurious, full-service portrait experience designed to help you step into your confidence and reclaim your power, a natural alignment with DOVE. When asked what it means to be a pillar of hope Lindsay shared, “It honestly leaves me speechless and humbled. I play a very small part in helping DOVE do their important work, and I am so grateful to relate to an organization that is open to collaboration and creative ideas for fundraising. It’s such a joy to work with DOVE and I am always blown away when I hear about the new initiatives and everyday impact they have.”

Thank you, Lindsay, for supporting us!

Thank you to all who have donated and contributed to DOVE’s essential services.

The continued support of our donors and event sponsors helps DOVE in making a difference and saving lives.

Every home should be a safe home!

“I came to DOVE and I had a conversation and I began to understand that this wasn’t normal. It wasn’t just mean, it was far beyond that. When DOVE taught me about the cycle of violence and that it wasn’t my fault I learned that I could choose a new path. I started nursing school and graduated valedictorian. He had told me I was stupid and that I wasn’t worth anything. But by this time I knew, I didn’t have to believe it.”

~ A Survivor
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Circle of Champions
Over $20,000
Amelia Peabody Charitable Fund
Barnstone Foundation
City of Quincy
Clipper Ship Foundation, Inc.
Dr. John F. McGee Foundation
Jay and Christy Cashman
Mary Kay Charitable Foundation
Massachusetts Bar Foundation
Quincy Mutual Foundation
The Flatley Foundation
The Hale Family
Yawkey Foundation

Circle of Hope
$10,000-$19,999
ALKU Foundation
Anthony and Maureen Gemma
Blair Family Foundation
Copeland Family Foundation, Inc.
Homestead Foundation
Justin Depietri
Rockland Trust
Sarah Perry and Tony Kingsley
Three 33 Properties LLC
TJX Foundation
Wagner Foundation

Circle of Peace
$2,500-$4,999
Anand and Megan Sekhar
Andrea Mintz*
Carol A. Ryan
Christopher and Alison McCarthy
Church of Our Savior Desiree Patrice*
Edward G. Sawyer Co., Inc.
First Congregational Church of Milton
Glenn Ricciardelli*
Hingham Congregational Church
Jim and Adrienne* Gerlach
Karen Albaugh
Lauren and Casey Dumais
Linden Ponds
Mary and Stephen Christo
Mass General Brigham Health Plan
Massachusetts Association of Realtors, Inc.
Nonprofit Capital Management LLC
Prone Family Foundation
Robert Hamel
Sly Fox Tavern
South Cove Community Health Center

Circle of Friends
$1,000-$2,499
Affiliated Managers Group, Inc.
Alexander and Nadine Steffan
Allison and Alex Anderson
Amen Foundation
Andrea Kinnealey
Ann Marie Madigan and Allen Waltman
Anonymous
Ashlee Carter*
Ashley Haskell-Siergiewicz
Barbara Boynton Surujbally
Barbara Maida
Becky Smock
Bernadette Di Re
Beth and Thomas Eisenmann
Boston Mutual Life Insurance Company
Caitlin Barry-King
Cara Babachicos
Carl Koechlin and Beth Nagy
Catherine Lynde
Charles S. and Zena A. Scimeca Charitable Fund
Cheryl Chiappinelli
Christie Fusi*
Cindy Steagall
Colleen McGroty and Mark Samuelson
Courtney Quinn
Cynthia Ouellette
David and Tracie Theriault
Dedham Savings Community Foundation
Elise Tenney
Emily and Stewart Lebo

Circle of Healing
$5,000-$9,999
Abington Bank
ASICS Digital
Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital - Milton
Beth* and Mark Porter
Bill and Mary Ellen Coffey
Boston Bar Foundation
Christine* and Anton Nielsen
Coleman Barry
DCU For Kids
Douglas Briggs and Claudia Sorgi
Eastern Bank Charitable Foundation
G. Stuart and Kyle Murphy
HarborOne Foundation
Joseph and Linda Hooley
Kathleen Eldridge
Laurie Doran* and Christopher Wasel
Law Office of Anne E. Gillespie
M&T Charitable Foundation
Metrowest Women's Fund
Olivia Moorehead-Slaughter*
Philip and Deborah Edmundson
Point32Health
Rick & Lea Schneider Charitable Fund
Stefanie Mansfield
TD Bank Charitable Foundation
Travis Bouscaren

South Shore Bank
South Shore Elder Services
State Street Corporation
State Street Matching Gift Program
Sue Chandler
Tara’s Starfish Foundation
The Agnes M. Lindsay Trust
Virginia Kurtzman
Weymouth Rotary Foundation, Inc.

Erin C. Miller
Fiona McGarry
First Baptist Church of Wollaston
Give With Liberty Employee Donations
Healthcare Financial, Inc.
Jane and Robert Hite
John and Stacey Flynn
John Nagle Co.
Joyce Patten
Judy Celata
Julie Goodridge
Keri for Kids
Kyle and Kathleen Holman
Lauren and Billy McCallum
Lauryn Warnick
Linda O'Brien
Lindsay and Russell Hite
Maddie Eldridge
Madeira Ginley
Marilyn and Chris Rutledge
Mary and Joe Murray
Maryann Watson
McCusker - Gill Inc.
Medtronic
Michael and Gail Cohen
Michael and Mary Jenkins
Michelle Rediker and Sue Wedda
Microsoft Employee Giving
Monique Nugent-Okallo*
Nancy L. Keating
Nancy Pettus
Needham Bank
Noelle and Ed Russell
Old South Union Church
Phil and Betsy Lussier
Quincy Point Congregational Church
Rachel Sykes
Raymond Marvin
Reiter Family Giving Fund
Rich and Sue Bennett
Robin Moyer and Bill Clifford
Second Parish In Hingham
South Shore Health
St. Vincent De Paul Society
Sacred Heart
Stephanie Neal-Johnson*
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Steve and Debbie Yerdon
TD Employee Giving
The Bank of Canton
The Bella Giving Fund
Tina Karunaratne*
United Way of Massachusetts Bay and Merrimack Valley
Voya Financial
William Guerrero

Circle of Advocates
$500-$999

Aileen Farrell
Allison Taff Migel
Amazon Smile Foundation
Andreah MacDonald
Anne and John Franco
Bee Raymond
Bela Gorman
Boston Moms
Brad and Jacqueline Bessette
Carolyn and Steve Locke
Charles L. George
Clarine Nardi Riddle
Congregational Church of Canton
Crystal and Michael DeRosa
Donald and Bonnie Messer
East Congregational Church
George Dalia
Gina Marquardo
Google Employee Giving
GW & Wade, LLC
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Holly Iannucci
Hologic Charitable Fund
IQVIA
Isabelle Stillger and Scott Chappel
Jacques Carter
Jan Fox
Jessie Bourneuf
John Beleskas and Dawn M. Rose
John F. Keenan and Jeanne M. Hopkins
Joy Y. Matos
Katherine Hackett and Kent Messer
Kathleen Lydon
Kevin and Ginny Meskell
Kevin and Jean Ellen Sullivan
Kim Battinelli
Kristina Doucette
Larry Albaugh
Laura LaRosa
Laura Lee Curry
Leigh MacDonald
Lisa Florenzano
Lynne Powell-Pinto and Donald Pinto
Mark and Jo Burns
Mark White and Catherine Fitzgibbons
Melissa Herman
Michael Traft
Michelle Stranksy
Mike Fusi
Nancy and Christopher Keating
Network for Good
Newton-Wellesley Hospital
Patricia Flynn
Pauline Moore
Quincy Art Association
Rachel Carter Wellness
Rebecca Hudson*
Reed and Paula Dickinson
Richard and Marcia Sinclair
Rob Ramsdell
Robert and Judy Nagle
Robert Griffin and Roseann Russell
Robyn Eastwood and Taylor Snook
Ron Ferguson
Second Congregational Church
Anonymous
Stacy Murphy
Anonymous
Steven and Gillian Isabelle
Steven Buschman
Trevor and Elizabeth Graham
Verizon Matching Program
Vertex Pharmaceuticals
Whit Wales

Circle of Giving
$250-$499

Abby Agnew
Abigail Parrilla
Alexa Whiteman
Alison Douglas
Alison McMurry
Alyssa Rocco
Amy Finlay
Amy Herlihy
Ann and Stephen McDonagh
Annika Harwe
Barbara Dinatale and John Smyth
Bob and Andrea Shanley
Carlton and Marilee Hunt
Catherine Hammill
Anonymous
Christine Roberts
Christy Peterson
Clionagh McLaughlin
Daryl Buefort
Debbie Cancela
Deborah McSorley
Dedham Junior Women’s Club
Dee Condon
Denise Marotta
Diana O’Keefe
Diane O’Connor
Anonymous
Dr. Suzanne Slattery
Edwin and Nancy Martin
Elaine Joseph
Elaine Murray
First Baptist Church of Hingham
Gary and Catherine Jaspersohn
Glenda Woolf
Jaclyn Chandler
Anonymous
Jane and Christopher Barnicle
Jayna Dolby
Jean C. Sullivan
Jennifer Chen
Jennifer Olivier
Jessica Viola
Jillian Dahan
Joan Kantarges
Judith McPherson
Julianne Mazzawi
Kae Cumberbatch
Kara Thorvaldsen and Kevin Mannix
Karen Cogliano
Kassandra Tat*
Kate Moriarty
Katelyn Asack
Kathleen Lawton
Keegan Johnson
Kenneth Scott and Carla Bernardes
Keri Mega
Kristen Cunningham
Laura Cashman
Laura Rivera and Patrick Bennett
Lawrence and Karen Chretien
Linda Andrade
Linette Sanders
Loomis, Sayles & Company, L.P.
Mangala Jayasekera
Margaret Farrell
Maria Genovese
Mariann Nocera
Anonymous
Mary Ellen and Carl Kilmer
Maryann Gibbons
MaryAnn Moskofides
Melissa Megnia
Melissa Mihos
Michael Metta
Michael W. Morrissey
Milo Metcalf
Milton Police Charitable Foundation
Monica K. Davis
Monte and Jackie Newman
Nancy Holtschlag
Nancy Johansen
Naomi & Walter Chucnin Foundation
Nicole Iannucci
Nicole Vermillion
ONEHOPE Wine
Pam Breach
Parkway United Methodist Church
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Patti D. Novak Tenney Esq. and Mark Tenney
Peter Paull
Rachel Pearlman
Raechel Grady
Representative Tackey Chan
Richard Ash
Anonymous
Roisin Greene
Rosanne T. O’Brien
Sally Winters
Sarinah Brown
Shari Goscinak
Sharon Blue
Sidora Van Etten
Skin MD Norwell
St. Michael’s Parish in Milton
State Street Foundation
Stephane and Leeroy Campbell
Stop & Shop
Susan E. Foster and Bruce Horwitz
Susan Oliveira
Suzanne Wakefield
Tara Dowdall
Terry and Joe Bolton
The Snowriders Fund
Thomas and Beth Johnston
Timothy Heyer
Tom and Elise DeGemmis
Tom Strickland
Tracy Galloway
Tracy Hawes
Trisha Smith-Ford
Union Congregational Church
Voya Financial Employee Giving
Weinreb and Goodman Charitable Fund
Wollaston Congregational Church
Wollaston Garden Club
Wynelle Evans
Yaffa Bibi

Circle of Safety
Up to $250

A New You Spa
Abigail Usherwood
Adriannne Hanley
Alexander and Eileen Sopyla
Alison Barr
Alison Prenetta
Alysa Longo
Amalia Townig
Amanda Hunter
Amanda Prickett
Amy Klotz
Amy Travers
Ana Etienne
Andrea Griffin
Ann Kofika
Anna-Maria Preiss
Anne Pfeiffer
Anthony Mirenda Jr. and Tracey Cornog
Anthony Mistretta
Anthony Piatelli Family Charitable Foundation
Anton Gavriliken
Anusha Munjuluri
Arthur and Sally Erickson
Ashley Hanson
Ashley Thomas
Ava Melchin
Barbara Finn Truscello
Barbara Lee
Barbara Ross
BD Quincy Willard, LLC.
Bernadette Stentiford Ledoux
Bertha A. Chandler Living Trust
Beth Vorro
Bethany Congregational Church U.C.C
Betsy Cardoso
Bianca Tamaskar
Bill Hickey
Biogen Employee Giving
Bob and Alison Schirone
Bob and Luanne Rich
Bonnie Coulstring
Bonnie Hallisey
Bonnie Mann
Brenda Stevens
Brian Brownell
Brian Merrick
Brian Morrissey
Brian Stack and Margaret Ronan Stack
Caddie Nath-Folsom
Carol A. Mahoney and John J. Cheney
Carol Ann Palmiotto
Carol Cooney
Carol Zuerndorfer
Carole Thompson
Caroline Depietri
Carolyn Hines
Carolyn Motta
Catalina Caroli
Catherine McCallum
Catherine Munro
Celia Nolan
Chelmsford Executive Suite LLC
Cheryl and Louis Dahan
Chi Chan
Christine Butler
Christine Falvey
Christine Murphy
Claudia DuPre
Colleen Brierley
Colleen Furey
Anonymous
Corinne Mitchell
Courtney Cochrane
Craig DiBona
Crystal and Jefery DeArruda
Damon and Cindy Blank
Dania Ramirez
Daniel Myers
Daniel Nocivelli
Daniela Marcella
Danielle Pazienza
Dave Hicks
Davianni Sherman
David Foehr
David M Brown
Dawn Hayes
Dawn McClellan
Dawn McNally
Deb Roellchen
Anonymous
Deborah Brown
Deborah LaFavre
Debra Walker
Derek and Chandra Manning
Derek Moulton
Dermot Quinn
Diane Franklin and John Hodge
Diane Hill
Diane L. Snyder
Diane Manganaro
Dolores Green
Donica O’Malley
Donna and Frederick White
Donna Gannon
Donna Kendall
Anonymous
Donna Morelli
Donna Swanson
Donna Ynaya Porter
Dr. Kathryn Collins-Wooley
Edward and Janet Besinger
Elaine Craghead
Elaine Gibbons
Elaine Wilson
Eleanor Bradshaw
Eleanor Connelly
Elise Dahan
Elizabeth Campbell
Elizabeth DiBattista
Elizabeth Doherty
Anonymous
Elizabeth McKenna
Elizabeth Solomon
Elizabeth Southerland
Ellen Flavin
Ellen G English
Ellie Raymond
Emily Barnes
Emily Burns Ross
Emily Smyth
Eric Edelman
Erica Conroy
Erica DeBarge
Erika Shevlin
Erick Caledonia
Ericka Jacobsen
Erin McCoy
Erin Ward
Ested, Inc.
FM Global
Francis and Alexis Dearing
Francis and Anne Vincent
Frank and Linda Santoro
Fred Costello
Gail Pilger
Gayani Weeraratne
Gerard and Bernadette Eustace
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Gillian Bearchell
Girl Rising Club: Quincy High School
Girls High School Alumnae Association
Glenn Pavlicek and Anita Penta
Good Health, Inc.
Goodshop
Gordon Sewall
Grafton Corbett III and Gail Corbett
Gretchen and William Condon
Griffin Tyree
Hannah Marsh
Heidi Barry
Helen Ferguson
Helen Szymura
Houghs Neck Congregational Church
Jacqueline Basso
Jacqueline Rodriguez
Jacqui Beaton
Jade Lomanno
James and Kathleen Waldeck
James Cameron
James Carden
James Edwards
James McQuinn
James Reynolds
Jamie Becker
Jamie Christo Brennan
Janaya Cutler
Anonymou
Janet McRae
Janice Piccarini
Jay and Karen Sadlon
Jean Patterson
Jeanne Berg
Jeanne Capone McCabe
Jeff and Linda Beck
Jeffrey and Carolyn Nutt
Jeffrey Wright
Jen and Mark Bolton
Jenn Hayslett
Jennifer Buras and Christopher Carmosino
Jennifer Kelly
Jennifer Payne
Jennifer Shammas
Jennifer Swaysland

Jess Bolton
Jessica Brown
Jessica Danner McKenna
Jessica Guertin
Jill Aiello
Joan and Paul Canavan
Joan MacDonald
Joan Meunier-Sham
Joan Wywicz
Joanie Alfano
Joanie Lawlor
Joanne Di Pietro
Joanne Kelly
Joanne Zahn
Jodi Coyne
Anonymous
John and Karen Wadland
John and Nancy Lenhart
John and Penny Lou Frabotta
John Belknap
John Harding and Cathy O’Neill
John Paras
Jon and Marcia Hirshberg
Jonna Green
Jordan Smock
Joseph and Susan Griffin
Joseph Healey
Judi Mackenzie
Judith and Louis Panagotopulos
Judith Butler
Judith M. Serode
Judith McDowell
Judy O’Leary
Judy Walsh
Julia Lisinski
Julie and David Lovering
Julie and Peter Kelly-Detwiler
Julie and William Horte
Julie Fobert
Julie Folan
Julie Stanton
June Elam-Moore and Brenda Elam
June Kaps
Justin Baumann
Kacey Bongarzone
Kara Lanigan
Karen DiPalmo

Karen Morgan
Karen Yoshida
Karina Joyce
Kate Ann Kodgis
Katherine M Hanson
Kathleen and Robert Stachowski
Kathleen Henry
Kathleen M. McCormick
Anonymous
Kathleen Seaberg
Kathryn Chandler
Kathy Lehmann
Katie Dalton
Kelly and Frank Lagrotteria
Anonymous
Kelly Moore
Kendra Cunningham
Kenneth and Kathleen Bambrick
Keolis Commuter Services, LLC
Kerin Kearney
Kermit and Diane Robinson
Kerry Conlon
Kerry Mahoney
Kevin and Vanessa O’Brien
Kilburn Culley Jr. and Donna Culley
Kimball Netto
Kimberly Berberich
Konstantin Klemmer
Kristen Tadito
Kristen Wright
Kristin Royer
Laura and Eric Polleys
Laura and Peter Van Zandt
Laura Cavagnaro
Laura Vasilakos
Lauren Barone and Michael Duggan
Laurie Oringer
Law Offices of George G. Burke
Leah Ziph Schatzberg
Lee Shea
Leo and Marylyn Boyle
Linda and Anthony Monaco
Linda F Jamieson
Linda Hlinka
Linda Reardon
Lindsay Block
Lindsay Forrest
Lisa and Baba Shetty
Lisa Graves
Lisa Tieszen and David Adams
Loren and Jean Bishop
Lori Cohen
Lori Hardiman
Louis Belknap
Luanne and Stuart Teller
Lynn A. Chandler
Lynn Freedman
Lyne Doherty
M. B. Neltling
Mai Hoang
Anonymous
Manulife
Margaret and Nick DeThomaso
Margaret Mary Kirk Ciardelli
Margaret O’Donovan
Anonymous
Maria Andino
Maria Mazzeo
Marianne Griffin
Marie Beston
Marie Canavan
Marie Grimaldi
Marilyn A. Nestor Family Revocable Trust
Marilyn and John Bradeen
Marilyn O’Kane
Marilyn Starbird
Marion Sykes
Marjorie Levin
Marjorie Parker
Mark and Meredith Nichols
Mark Coven and Judy Levenson
Marlene Nusbaum
Martha Plotkin and David Reich
Martin and Carol Fischer
Mary and James Ryan
Mary and John Healy
Mary Ann Harper
Mary Bradley
Mary Buchanan
Mary Connolly
Mary Fitzpatrick
Mary Lally
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Mary Lou Petrelli
Mary Poluikis
Maryann O’Connell
Massachusetts Elks Association Inc.
Matthew Griswold
Matthew Torrey
Maura Bickford
Maura Coppney
Maureen and Geoffrey Ferracane
Maureen King
Maureen McCarron and Andrew Browne
Maureen O’Callaghan
Maurice J Ryan
Meghan Daly
Melissa Boles
Melissa Coughlin
Melissa Gaffney
Meradee Jowder
Mesiha Family Charitable Fund
Michael Scarpati
Michele Copley
Michelle Callahan
Michelle Cohen
Mikaela Walsh
Mikayla Bohane
Mike Capaldo
Miriam K Dennis
Mollie Ehrlich
Monica McLaughlin
Myriam and Dieugrand Piervil
Nadine Johnson
Nancy Goldie
Nancy Kilroy
Nancy McCretton
Nancy Moyer
Nancy O’Neill
Anonymous
Natalie Peters
Neena Baliga
New England Egg Art Guild
Nichole Mikshenas
Nicole Esty
Nicole McConn
Nicole Vachon
Nina Liang
Nuance Communications
Patrice McInnis
Patricia Henderson
Patricia Lydon
Patricia Murtagh
Patrick J. Gallivan and Leah Picardi Gallivan
Patty Smith
Paul and Christine Freeman
Paul Zonfrelli
Pauline Buck
Peggy Breslin
Peggy Mansfield
Peggy-Ann Murray
Peter and Debbi Lemonias
Peter and Mary Fredrickson
Peter and Sandra Nangeroni
Philip and Jane Shute
Playstation Cares
Rachael Noonan
Rachel Kang
Rachel King
Rachel Wahler
Rachel Winkeller
Randi Woodrow
Ransom Richardson
Raymond Coscia
Rebecca and Michael Barras
Rebecca Brack
Rebecca Karush
Rebecca Speakman
Rebekah Sudikoff
Regina Scanlan and Willard Smith
Rhenise Lucot
Rich Prunier
Richard and Cecelia Lindequist
Richard and Rita Donohue
Rick Doane
Rick Sigel
Robin Barry-King
Ronald Wright
Rosanna M Doherty
Sam Ghika
Samantha Libby
Samuel Parnell
Sandra Hodgetts
Sandra Selvarajah
Sarah and James Sellers
Sarah McClellan
Sarah Shaw
Scott Neil
Scottie Gordon
Sean and Brianna Donnelly
Shari Shane
Sharon Gamache
Sharon McKernan
Shaw’s Supermarkets
Sheila and John Feeney
Sheila Marchetti
Siegfried and Ellyn Moller
Sophie Hansen and Nicolas Mihalich
Spiral Financial, Inc.
Stacey LeMay
Stacy Chandler
Star Market
Steadley McQueenie
Stephanie Cyr
Stephanie Liston
Stephanie Perini-Hegarty
Stephen Bowen and Sallyann Dooley
Sterling Crockett
Steve and Nancy Buckley
Steve Corvini
Steven and Teresa Rusconi
Suba Bogamuwa
Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada
Susan A. Gray
Susan and David Rice
Susan and Thomas Whall
Susan Hagstrom
Susan Joseph
Susan Kaplan
Susan McGinnis
Susan Ramey
Tammy Champion
Tania Discuillo
Target Corporation
Tarihk Campbell
Therese Furfey
Thomas and Dawn Flynn
Thomas and Elizabeth Hess
Tiffany Kearney
Tim Kachur
Timothy Burnieika
Tish Dixon
TJ Lacey
Todd Berman
Tom Halpenny
Tommarra O’Reagan
Tracey Neret
Tristan Stillman
Upholstery By Michael, Inc.
Valerie Cullen
Veronica Bertrand and Susan Cullen
Victor Nastar
Warren Dunton
Wayne Johansen
Wendy Adams
Wendy J. Parker
William and Anne Kelly
William and Michelle Andrews
William Stuart
Wilma Lopez
Wilner Auguste
Winifred Akoury
Winifred Black
Yolette Iboikette
Anonymous
Zoe Kazmierski

In-Kind Donors
16C
Abby Park
Acquire Good
Acupuncture & Homeopathy of Hingham
Aisling Gallery
Alma Nove
Alyssa and Parker Berg
Alyssa Harrington
Amanda Boyd
Amanda Halstead-Riordan
Amanda Woodward
Amy Martin
Amy Jo Garcia
Anita L Vella
Arbella Insurance Group
Aristocracy Salon & Day Spa
AZ Studio
Barbara Gowell
Beauty Bar By Jen
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Bella Soul Wellness
Ben and Jerry’s
BirchBarn Designs
Boston Celtics
Boston Latina Business Women
Break Rock Brewing
Brick & Beam Tavern
Brooke Stevens
BWH Primary Care Associates
Bynder, LLC
Canton Police Dept.
Carolann’s
Cecilia Briggs
Chappy Wrap
Charlotte Lai
Cheryl McKeever
Chris Tramonte
Christopher and Erin Griffith
City of Quincy, Health Department
Clandestine Kitchen
Click + Stitch Embroidery
Colby Wessling
Comellas Restaurant
Common Market Restaurants
Compass Corporate Housing
Compatible Canine Housing
Coolidge Corner Theater
Dahlia Regan
Daniel Crowley
Debbie Taylor
Denise Angerame
Diane McNealy
Donna Berry
Driftway Designs
Elif Birkok
Elizabeth Barbadoro
Ellen Taft
Emily Deutschman and Matthew Gardner
Emily Dunning
Empire Wine and Spirits
Erika Kirsis
Evanne Matas
Excellis Partners, LLC
Fiduciary Trust
Fisher Experience
Formaggio Kitchen
Fratelli’s Pastry Shop
Fruit Center Marketplace
George Washington Toma
Giovanna Leddy
Gordon White
Granite Links Golf Club
Granite Telecommunications
Green Light Hingham
H. Nichols Illustration
Hingham Furniture & Design
Ian Carrol
Ideal Image
James Kendriosi
Janice McBain
Jantine Tardiff
Jenelle O’Neil
Jenny Barron
Jessica Grim
Joan L. Stender
Jonathan and Cindy Tobin
Judith Jameson
Judy Belcher
Julie Muller
Julie Pagano
Julie Presutti
Kaitlyn McGinnis
Karen Ferrer-Muniz
Kate Nelson
Kathleen Uhl
Katie Greene
Katie Procott
Kendra Stetson
Kenly Hiller-Bittrolff
Keelin Lynch Delaney
Kevin Hall
Kim Martino
Kimberly Edwards
Kristen Barbadoro
Kristie Thomas
Kristin Sherman
Ladybug Pest Control Services, Inc.
Lakrasa Sri Lankan Cuisine Catering Service
Linda Hill
Lindsay Thurston Horick
Liz Speakman and Ben Kirby
Lori Scott Yoga
Lorraine Bock
MA Department of Revenue/Child Support Enforcement
Madeline Warner
Maggie Giusti
Maggie’s Dog House
Marie Shea
Mary Margaret and Charles Thompson
Mary McNamara and Robert Perry
Mary Prada Vaiani
Maryann Heenan
Maryellen Hurley
Maureen Cacoppe
Michael Albor Salon
Michelle Peterson
Michelle Walty
Milton Barber Shop
Modern Mystery School Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin and Michelle Kellihier
Ms. Angela Werry
Ms. Audrey Gavin
Ms. Julia Smith
Ms. Katharina E. Delahunt
Ms. Pamela K. Hurst
Munil and Theresa Koppanati
Nathan Kelsall
National Grid
New England Patriots Charitable Foundation
New England Trips
Oasis Day Spa
Palm Prints
Pamela Martin
Patriot Cinemas
Paul Lazar
Peggy Lester
Pocket of Sunshine
Premier Mechanical
Quincy Mutual Group
Rachel Brown
Ralph’s Hingham Wine Merchant
Red Sox Foundation
ReelHouse Marina Bay
Relate Church
Renee Bellinger
Rock Spot Climbing
Rosemary O’Neil
Rosie’s Pizzeria
Round Head Brewery
Running Solutions
Sahagian Jewelers
Sally Curry
Sean Fit
Seaside Chiropractic
Shalynn Haggerty
Shannon Roark
Shevawn Hardesty
Skin Esteem Med Spa and Wellness Center
Soul Cycle
South Shore Blanket Party
Starbucks Braintree
Stephanie Volta
The Bronze Method
The Clean Team
The Company Theater
The Discovery Museums
The Kouri Team
The Toy Box Hanover
Therese Caggianelli and John A. Downey
Timothy and Mazie Colton
Tina Pittore
Tosca
TreeTop Adventures
Tricia Sullivan
Urban Beauty Lounge
Urban Cellar by Urban Grape
Uva Wine Bar
Version 2.0 Communications
Visitation Collaborative
Vitamin Sea Brewing
Wellness Solutions
Wendy London and Theresa Williams Zona

DOVE strives to be as accurate as possible in listing our supporters. We appreciate your help in correcting any errors or omissions.
Volunteer Spotlight

Stacy Murphy

Stacy Murphy first learned about DOVE by attending Let’s Dance, DOVE’s Spring Fundraiser. Interested in learning more, Stacy volunteered her time to support DOVE’s Holiday Assistance Program. During this volunteer opportunity Stacy got to organize items and walk DOVE program participants through our holiday Pop-Up Shop. Stacy expanded her volunteer efforts by joining the event committee in the summer of 2023. Stacy can provide unique feedback and support to help with planning our events given her prior experience attending both Let’s Dance and Harvesting Hope. Whether she’s supporting at the gala, soliciting for auction items, or working directly with our DOVE clients; we are so thankful for Stacy’s support as a volunteer!

Thank you to all of DOVE’s volunteers, we couldn’t complete our mission without you.

The continued support DOVE volunteers helps to make a difference and save lives.

Your Support Matters, Makes a Differences, and, Saves Lives!
Mission Statement
Hope, healing, safety, social change.
Working together to end domestic and partner violence.

Vision
A community unified in peace, justice, and equity, for the safety and well-being of every individual.

Statement of Welcome and Affirmation
DOVE welcomes refugee and immigrant survivors both documented and undocumented; people with disabilities; people who are D/deaf or hard of hearing; BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and other People of Color); LGB, Queer, Trans, and Non-Binary individuals; people of all religion and faith beliefs; and individuals whose first language is not English. DOVE welcomes people of all identities, including those not named.

Save the Dates

October 25, 2024
Boston Marriott, Quincy

May 2, 2024
Granite Links, Quincy

Thank you to all 2023 DOVE event Sponsors, donors and volunteers. Your support changes lives for the better.

www.dovema.org
Thank you to all who helped in funding DOVE's essential services.

Every home should be a safe home!

DOVE extends our deepest appreciation to our generous supporters, donors, volunteers and friends, in their role in supporting DOVE’s essential services.

24-Hour Hotline: 617.471.1234 or 1.888.314.DOVE (3683)
Community Advocacy & Prevention Services: 617.770.4065
P.O. Box 690267, Quincy, MA 02269
www.dovema.org